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Answer: A
Explanation:
Add a data disk
Step 1. In the Azure portal, from the menu on the left, select
Virtual machines.
Step 2. Select the Web01 virtual machine from the list.
Step 3. On the Virtual machine page, , in Essentials, select
Disks.
Step 4. On the Disks page, select the Web01-Disk1 from the list
of existing disks.
Step 5. In the Disks pane, click + Add data disk.
Step 6. Click the drop-down menu for Name to view a list of
existing managed disks accessible to your Azure subscription.
Select the managed disk Web01-Disk1 to attach:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/a
ttach-disk-portal

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer is troubleshooting a DMVPN spoken router and sees a
CRPTO-4- IKMP_BAD_MESSAGE debug message that a spoke router
"failed its sanity check or is malformed" Which issue does the
error message indicate?
A. unsupported transform proposal
B. invalid IP packet SPI
C. mismatched preshared key
D. incompatible transform set
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. vol options flexvoll snapdir on
B. vol options flexvoll snapdir off
C. snap access flexvol1 off

D. vol options flexvoll nonsnapdir on
E. cifs shares change flxvoll nosnap
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196979/html/man1/na_vol
.1.html vol options nosnapdir [on|off] If this option is on, it
disables the visible .snapshot directory that is normally
present at client mount points, andturns off access to all
other .snapshot directories in the volume. The default setting
is off.

NEW QUESTION: 4
In the Frame Relay network, which IP addresses would be
assigned to the interfaces with point-to-point
PVCs?
A:
B:
C:
D:
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option A
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
DLCI 16 and DLCI 19 need to act like a point-to-point link and
will therefore need to be on the same
network as will DLCI 17 and DLCI 28. With this information we
can see that option "B" is the only option
that has the corresponding DLCI's on the same network based on
the ip addresses and subnetmask.
Option "D" is incorrect because, this would put the same
network on both interfaces of the R2 router.
Option "A" is similar.
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